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Germ Cell Tumor - Childhood
This section has been reviewed and approved by the Cancer.Net Editorial Board [1], July / 2013
Overview
ON THIS PAGE: You will find some basic information about this disease and the parts of the body it may affect. This is the first page of
Cancer.Net?s Guide to Childhood Germ Cell Tumor. To see other pages, use the menu on the side of your screen. Think of that menu as a roadmap
to this full guide.
Germ cells are special cells in a developing embryo (fetus; unborn baby) that become the eggs in girls? ovaries or the sperm in boys? testicles.
Rarely, during development of the embryo, these cells may also travel to other areas of the body and form a tumor. A tumor is a mass that forms
when normal cells change and grow uncontrollably. A tumor can be benign (noncancerous) or malignant (cancerous, meaning it can spread to other
parts of the body). Germ cells may travel to the chest, abdomen, or brain.
This summary covers germ cell tumors that are extracranial (occurring in places other than the brain) and extragonadal (occurring outside of the
reproductive organs). Extracranial, extragonadal germ cell tumors that occur in early childhood generally begin in the sacrum and the coccyx, which
are the lowest parts of the spinal column. Extracranial, extragonadal germ cell tumors found in teenagers and young adults are often located in the
mediastinum (center of the chest).
For information on a germ cell tumor in the brain, read about childhood central nervous system tumors [2].
For more information on a germ cell tumor in the reproductive organs, read about ovarian [3] and testicular [4] cancer.
Looking for More of an Overview?
If you would like additional introductory information, explore this related item. Please note this link takes you to another section on Cancer.Net:
Cancer.Net Patient Education Video [5]: View a short video led by an ASCO expert in childhood cancer, that provides basic information and
areas of research.
To continue reading this guide, use the menu on the side of your screen to select another section.
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